ACADEMIC STUDENT EMPLOYEES

INTRODUCTION

Student employees working in support of research and instruction are subject to policies stated in the UW/UAW contract for Academic Student Employees (ASEs). For purposes of the labor agreement, an Academic Student Employee is an individual working in one of the defined classifications in Article 14, Job Titles and Classifications. The most recent information on the contract may be found at: UW/UAW Contract Introduction. The term "Salaried ASE" refers to an ASE who is appointed on a percentage FTE basis. Appointment percentages may vary, but are normally fifty percent (50%) for at least one academic quarter. The term "Hourly ASE" refers to an ASE who is engaged in projects or assignments for the University on an hourly basis.

Policies on workload, vacation and paid leave are included in this contract. Vacation and paid leave must be approved by the supervisor. Paid work in excess of the normal workload must be approved and coordinated in advance with the supervisor and the Administrator or Chair of the Department of Economics.

All students who receive financial support [fellowships or scholarships] but do not have specific work assignments and work products required of them (service expectancy), “casual” employees, and any ASE who will work less than 110 hours in one or more ASE classifications in a period of 12 calendar months are excluded from the ASE contract. For specifics on how to distinguish between time spent working as an ASE (service expectancy) versus time spent on a student's own research towards academic progress, see the "Workload" section of the ASE contract.

DEPARTMENTAL POLICIES

- Graduate Student Status and Pay: Information about graduate pay levels and titles based upon academic status and responsibilities.
- Hourly Student Payrates: Information and examples about calculation of hourly payrates in the Department of Economics.
- Information for TAs: Supplemental information for all Graduate Student Teaching Assistants, Teaching Associates and Pre-doctoral Lecturers in the Department of Economics.
- How We Allocate TAships: Department of Economics procedures for TA allocations.

DEPARTMENTAL POSITION DESCRIPTIONS AND OPENINGS

POSITION DESCRIPTIONS

- Teaching Assistant/Associate
- Pre-doctoral Teaching Associate 2 – teaching independent 200 or 300 level course
- Pre-doctoral Instructor- teaching independent 400 level course
- Lead TA
- Research Assistant/Associate
- Reader/Grader

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS OPEN POSITIONS: AUTUMN QUARTER 2018

ECON 471 A: International Trade. Prof. Kar-Yiu Wong

Description/Details: Graduate or undergraduate student needed. Please contact Prof. Wong at
ECON 493: Economics Modern China. Prof. Kar-Yiu Wong

Description/Details: Graduate or undergraduate student needed. Please contact Prof. Wong at karyiu@uw.edu for more details if interested

-------------------

PAY FOR GRADERS WILL BE AT THE STANDARD ECONOMICS GRADER RATE: $15.76 PER HOUR * 0.75-HOUR PER STUDENT * CLASS ENROLLMENT ON 10TH DAY CLASS-LIST. EG. FOR A 40-STUDENT CLASS, THE TOTAL PAYMENT WOULD BE $15.76 * 0.75 * 40 = $472.80

International students: If you are employed as a TA/RA/SA/Instructor or any other 50% or 20 hour per week position, you will need to contact the ISS office for approval before applying for these hourly positions.